Abstract -The vulnerability discovery process for a program describes the rate at which the security vulnerabilities are discovered. Being able to predict the vulnerability discovery process allows developers to adequately plan for resource allocation needed to develop patches for them. It also enables the users to assess the security risks. Thus there is a need to develop a model of the discovery process that can predict the number of vulnerabilities that are likely to be discovered in a given time frame. Recent studies have produced vulnerability discovery process models that are suitable for a specific version of a software. However, these models may not accurately estimate the vulnerability discovery rates for a software when we consider successive versions. In this paper, we propose a new approach for quantitatively modeling the vulnerability discovery process, based on shared source code measurements among multiversion software systems. Such a modeling approach can be used for assessing security risk both before and after the release of a version. The applicability of the approach is examined using two open source software systems, viz., Apache HTTP Web server and Mysql DataBase Management System (DBMS). We have examined the relationship between shared code size and shared vulnerabilities between two successive versions. We observe that vulnerabilities continue to be discovered for an older version because part of its code is shared by the newer and more popular later version. Thus, even when the installed base of an older version has declined, vulnerabilities applicable to it are still discovered. Our results are validated using the source code and vulnerability data for two major versions of Apache HTTP Web server and two major versions of Mysql DBMS.
I. INTRODUCTION
Security vulnerabilities are of great concern because an unpatched vulnerability can potentially permit a security breach. Vulnerability is a software defect that can be exploited to cause a security breach. In 2006 alone National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [1] recorded 6600 new vulnerabilities, a 35% increase over the previous year. Predicting the number of vulnerabilities in a software system that will be discovered in a given time frame is important for several reasons. It will allow the developers to plan for allocation of resources needed to develop patches to address the vulnerability. A quick patch development process will reduce the exposure to zero-day exploits which exploit the time window between the discovery of a vulnerability and release of a patch to remedy it. It also gives a measure of the trustworthiness of the software. We need a quantitative model that describes the rate of vulnerability discovery in a given software. The vulnerability discovery is an important component of the security risk. Quantitative models can allow a developer to evaluate a version for suitability of release. They will allow users to assess the risk presented by the discovery of new vulnerabilities.
In software reliability engineering, a related discipline, a number of software reliability growth models (SRGMs) have been proposed that model the defect finding rate during testing. An SRGM is a mathematical expression that can be fitted to experimental data to project software reliability [2, 3] . For example, Musa and Okumoto have suggested a Logarithmic Poisson SRGM [4] . Recently, researchers have started investigating how the vulnerability discovery process can be described using some Vulnerability Discovery Model (VDM). Examples of VDMs include the work by Anderson, Rescorla, Alhazmi and Malaiya [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Each model uses a different approach and has several parameters. However, these works have emerged only recently and many of their limitations have not yet been investigated. The models generally assume that each piece of software is an independent and well-defined product. This does not account for software evolution or maintenance. Because software typically does change with time, and generally inherits code from a previous version, the VDMs can exhibit some departure from real data.
Eick et al. [10] have extensively studied software evolution. Specifically, they showed how source code decay caused by evolution is dependent on time. Izurieta and Bieman [11] showed how source code evolution is dependent on time and user requirements. Ozment [12] considered software code sharing between major versions of software and showed how initial source code affected entire software reliability. However, he did not propose any software vulnerability discovery model that can be used for predicting software vulnerability. This research aims to fill this gap. We chose major versions of Apache HTTP Web server and Mysql DBMS because Apache HTTP Web server (58% in [13] ) and Mysql DBMS (29% in [14] ) market shares are the highest among several Web servers and DBMSs. The source code for the versions of Apache HTTP Web server and Mysql DBMS are also freely available. We have compared source codes of 26 versions of Apache HTTP Web server (1.3.x) [15] and all the versions (75 versions) of Mysql DBMS (4.x and 5.x) [14] and collected their vulnerability data from NVD to find out relationship between evolution of the software and vulnerability detection. The model proposed for the single version [7, 8, 9] uses the hypothesis that the market share influences the vulnerability discovery rates. As the market share increases, so does the rate of vulnerability discovery. When the software loses its market share, the rate of vulnerability discovery also decreases. There is greater motivation for finding vulnerabilities for products with a larger market share. The market share data has been used as a predictor for vulnerability discovery in [10] . We have investigated this model in the context of multi-version software. Our first observation is that when market share of a previous version is decreasing, we sometimes see an increase in the rate of vulnerability discovery. Our hypothesis is that the shared code between two versions causes this anomaly. The increase in the rate of vulnerability discovery in the previous version when it has lost its market share is due to vulnerabilities being discovered in the new version that can be attributed to the shared code. We evaluated our hypothesis on two open source systems, namely, Apache HTTP Web servers and Mysql DBMS. The results confirm our hypotheses. This leads us to a new model for predicting the vulnerabilities of multi-version software presented here. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 examines the software evolution and code sharing trends in specific software systems and illustrates the impact of software evolution on vulnerability discovery. Section 3 describes the software vulnerability discovery models that focus on single version software and presents a new multi-version vulnerability discovery model. Section 4 evaluates the new model using real software vulnerability data. Section 5 concludes the paper with pointers to directions for further research.
II. SOFTWARE EVOLUTION
Software evolution is the entire process that deals with gradually changing software. These changes can be for maintenance or modifications to incorporate functional enhancements. Ideally, software evolution should improve reliability and functionality. Realistically, that does not always happen. New vulnerabilities may get introduced along with new code in the process of evolution. The goal of this paper is to understand the relationship between evolution and vulnerability discovery.
A. Software Evolution and Code Decay
Software evolution trend refers to the change in software code size with time. As expected, this trend depends on the project team and whether the project is open-source or commercial. Mockus et al. [16] have identified the environmental factors leading to software evolution and its development. Godfry and Tu [17] suggest that software evolution trend depends on software development participants and the project requirements. In this section, we will examine stable development projects that have gone through a number of versions, to see how software vulnerability discovery is impacted. Apache HTTP Web server and Mysql DBMS both have a several year history and are thus good examples for relating software evolution and vulnerability discovery. Since they are both open-source projects, the source codes for successive versions are available. We analyzed the source code patterns of Apache HTTP Web server and DBMS using SLOCcount [18] . The results are shown in Table 1 . The first two columns are for versions of HTTP Web server and the last two columns are for Mysql. The major fractions of the source code of Apache HTTP Web server and Mysql DBMS are .c and .sh files. We ignored the source code that was made for CGI scripts. We used a comment-stripping program to extract the original source code. This procedure was performed on all versions of Apache HTTP Web Server and Mysql DBMS. To get the shared code of Apache HTTP Web server and Mysql DBMS, we used Diff and Line counter tools that are installed in Unix and Linux. Comparisons were performed for 26 versions of Apache HTTP Web server (1.3.x) and 27 versions of Mysql DBMS (4.0.x). The software evolution and code decay relative to the initial version are presented in Figures 1 and 2 for Apache and Mysql respectively. The major initial version of Apache was released in 1998 and that of Mysql was released in 2001. The software growth for both the systems now shows saturation. Apache HTTP Web server has had a larger percentage of software source code modification (43%) than Mysql DBMS (31%). One reason for this variation may be because of the different degree of changes in the requirements. Since the DBMS is a much more well-defined software, its development can be expected to be more stable than a HTTP Web server. The code size for both systems has grown logarithmically. There were minor changes to the functional requirements but several patches of security were applied to the later versions in both cases. Thus, the evolution was determined more by reliability rather than functional requirements. Note that, the Mysql code evolution shows saturation for the three versions. It also shows that code shared between 4.0x and 4.1x as well as between 4.1x and 5.0x have been quite stable. There is no strong relation between software evolution and its version number. For obtaining the relationship between code sharing and vulnerability discovery, we need to compare successive versions of software instead of comparing between major versions. This is because evolution takes place with respect to the previous version. The code sharing between successive versions in Mysql also show saturation. In the next section, we describe the relationship between code sharing and vulnerability discovery.
B. Analysis of Vulnerability and Software Evolution
The software vulnerability trend is related to software evolution. Sometimes a vulnerability is found right after the release of the next version. Before we explain these trends, we discuss how to obtain vulnerability data. The apache HTTP Web server and Mysql DBMS vulnerability data was compiled using the following process:
1 This process was needed to verify the vulnerability data set. Ozment [20] has examined OpenBSD, an operating system software. Extremely few vulnerabilities found in Apache HTTP Web server and Mysql are operating system specific, thus we did not treat them separately. We next investigated the relationship between vulnerabilities and software evolution. Figure 4 shows the Apache HTTP Web server software evolution and its vulnerability discovery. The evolution and vulnerability discovery trends show a saturation phase. However, the plot for software vulnerability is growing slower than the software evolution model. Figure 5 shows the Mysql DBMS vulnerability discovery and software evolution trends. In Figures 4 and 5 , both vulnerability discovery and software evolution show saturation. However, there is a time gap between the onset of software evolution saturation and that of the vulnerability discovery. From these results, we see that the additional code in the later versions does not exhibit an immediate relationship with vulnerability discovery. However software evolution explains, why software vulnerabilities continue to be discovered. Many vulnerabilities linger for several versions until they are discovered. For a specific version, the vulnerabilities discovered include those introduced in that version plus some of the inherited vulnerabilities in the shared code. This makes modeling the vulnerability discovery in multi-version software more complex. In the next section we present a model to address this.
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III. SOFTWARE VULNERABILITY DISCOVERY MODEL
Here we present a new model that accounts for the shared code and hence share vulnerabilities in successive versions of a software. The basic shape of the Alhazmi-Malaiya Logistic (AML) model is illustrated in Figure 6 . At the release of software, the vulnerability discovery rate increases gradually. During this phase, called the learning phase, the software is gaining market share and installed bases is small. In the next phase the trend is linear. The slope here gives the maximum vulnerability discovery rate. The final phase is the saturation phase, where the vulnerability discovery rate slows down, and the cumulative number of vulnerabilities asymptotically approaches its highest value. This three phase logistic behavior is represented by the expression for the cumulative number of vulnerabilities Ω(t) in Equation 1.
A. AML Vulnerability Discovery Model
where B represents the estimated total number of vulnerabilities and the parameters A and C determine the shape of the curve [7] . The model is based on the assumption that the vulnerability discovery process is controlled by the market share of the software and the number of vulnerabilities remaining undiscovered [8] . This model has been found to yield a significant goodness-of-fit for many widely used software systems [7, 8, 9, 21] . However the plots of actual data sometimes show a departure from the model following the release of a new version [8] .
It should be noted that this model does not require the knowledge of the market-share data, since the market share variation is implicit in the model itself. Alhazmi and Malaiya have proposed an effort-based model [21, 22] that uses the market share data, however that model is not considered here. When the vulnerability finding effort is irregular, which may be the case for systems with limited deployment, an effort-based model may be needed to project the vulnerability discovery rate.
B. Multi-version Software Vulnerability Discovery Model
The AML model assumes that the software represents an independent and stable implementation. While the model shows a good goodness-of-fit for many systems, it does not explain a frequently observed sudden increase in vulnerability discovery rate system when the next software version is released. This anomaly led us to investigate a multiple version software vulnerability discovery model (MVDM), which takes into account the impact of a new version. Nowadays practically all common programs have several upgraded versions because of growing user and vendor requirements. As a result, multiple versions of some software are under use simultaneously.
The later versions of software are expected to have better software reliability and functionality than the previous ones. This gives rise to a vulnerability discovery trend different from single version VDM such as the AML model, since the software design is changed or new code is added from time to time. A new version typically inherits a significant fraction of the code or implementation from the previous version. Even when the installed base for a specific version may have shrunk significantly, a section of its code may be embedded in the newer and more popular version. A vulnerability found in the shared code of a new version, will also be applicable to the older versions containing the shared code. Here we propose an advanced software vulnerability discovery model which incorporates the impact of vulnerabilities discovered in the code inherited by the later versions.
We assume that shared functionality and shared code inherited from a previous version of software is tested for vulnerabilities during usage, even if the previous version is not in use any more. This is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8 .
The first peak in Figure 7 represents the peak vulnerability discovery rate of the initial version of software. The second peak indicates the peak vulnerability discovery rate in the second version. The small peak within the second peak represents the vulnerability discovery in the shared code in the second version. Figure 7 assumes that when the second version is released, its vulnerability discovery rate starts rising while the installed base and hence the vulnerability discovery rate in the first version declines.
The cumulative number of vulnerabilities for earlier version software is presented in Figure 8 . The first version software vulnerability discovery model shows onset of a saturation phase, however due to the shared vulnerabilities discovered in the second version of software, the vulnerability discovery rate rises again resulting in a distorted logistic graph. The cumulative number of vulnerabilities Ω(t) for some given software with multiple versions is given by an addition of two terms. When successive releases are close to each other, the summation will result in a plot that will show delayed onset of saturation, in effect prolonging the linear phase of the logistic curve. In the next section we estimate α by actually measuring the amount of code shared to validate the approach. Further research is needed to develop more convenient empirical methods for estimating α.
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IV. EVALUATION OF THE MULTI-VERSION MODEL
Computationally the process of applying the MVDM as given in Equation (2), is an extension of the approach used for using the AML VDM. First we identify the vulnerabilities limited to the earlier version, which we refer to as pure vulnerabilities. We separate the vulnerabilities shared between the earlier and the later version. The fraction of code shared, represented by the parameter α is evaluated by examination of the code for the two versions. AML modeling is done to find the pure vulnerability discovery data for the first version of software. The parameters A, B and C are estimated using statistical model fitting. We next examine the data for the shared vulnerabilities. Using the value of α, the parameters A', B' and C' are estimated. The plots for the MVDM are then obtained by using addition of the two parts of the model -pure vulnerabilities in the earlier version and the shared vulnerabilities. Goodness-of -fit is then evaluated using the Chi-square tests and P-value evaluation. For comparison, the simple AML VDM is fitted for the entire data for all the vulnerabilities, pure and shared, in the earlier version. 5.0.0 (12-22-2003) 83.52% Table 2 . Shared Source Code Ratio α
Here we apply the approach to two successive versions of Apache -1.3.24 and 2.0.35 and two successive versions of Mysql 4.1.1 and 5.0.0. Table 2 gives the values of α, in the last column, which is a measure of the shared code. Figure 9 shows cumulative vulnerabilities in Apache versions 1.3.x and 2.0.x. The pure vulnerabilities in 1.3.x exhibits a saturation phase in the vulnerability lifecycle. However, when the shared vulnerabilities from the second version are added, the overall plot for 1.3.x shows continuous vulnerability discovery. The fitted plots for pure vulnerabilities of 1.3.x, vulnerabilities in 2.0.x and the shared vulnerabilities are given in addition to overall MVDM model (given by a thick line). This is an example of the superposition effect [10] , ignoring which can lead to inaccuracy in the estimates for the vulnerability discovery trend.
Since in open source software, we can analyze the structure to evaluate the shared code, we can estimate one of the major parameters of the MVDM, and thus do a more detailed modeling. The fitted parameter values and the goodness-of-fit results for the Apache HTTP web server are presented in Table 3 . Table 3 . In Table 3 , the top row gives the results for an application of the simple AML VDM. The next two rows show the fitted parameters for the two steps for the MVDM. The last row gives the goodness-of-fit for the overall MVDM. Both models show significant goodness-of-fit through chi-square test results. The Chisquare values suggest that the MVDM gives a better fit than the existing AML VDM. It should be noted that the shared code can be evaluated at the very release of the later version, and thus α can be estimated before a significant number of shared vulnerabilities have been found.
To verify the general applicability of the multiple software vulnerability discovery modeling presented in the previous subsection, we applied it to the Mysql data using the same methodology. We used Mysql version 4.1.x and 5.0.x, because the previous version of Mysql is 3.2x, and its original source was coded only for Linux. From versions 3.22 onwards, it was available for Windows version software also. Since OS conversion affects the number of users, the comparison between 3.2x version and 4.x version would not be meaningful. The results of the application of the MVDM for 4.x version and 5.x version are presented in Figure 10 . The computation method and the plots obtained are similar as the two Apache versions. Table 4 . It shows that the MVDM results in a lower χ 2 value and thus it provides a better fit compared with using the single AML VDM. The proposed MVDM explicitly models the shared code and thus permits more accurate modeling. This can potentially be used to develop methods with high predictive capability with further investigations. The limitation of this approach is that it uses more parameters compared with a single vulnerability discovery model. However, the parameters arise because of the use of shared code, and thus this modeling approach is meaningful for generalized software vulnerability discovery modeling. Table 4 . AML and MVDM Fitting result for Mysql DBMS
V. CONCLUSIONS
Predicting the vulnerability discovery rates in major software packages is important for both developers and users. A few vulnerability discovery models have recently been proposed. However these do not take some of the characteristics of multi-version software into account. We have examined several versions of two open source software: the Apache HTTP Web Server and Mysql DBMS to identify the relationship between software evolution and vulnerability discovery. We also proposed a new model for estimating the vulnerabilities by taking into account the shared code among successive versions. The MVDM was validated with data obtained from the NVD. The proposed model considers the impact of the life-cycles of the individual versions on the vulnerability discovery trend for overcoming the limitations of existing simple VDMs.
For the commercial systems that are not open source, the successive versions of the source code will not be available outside of the developing organization.
However the approach examined in this paper can be used internally within the organization.
Further research is needed to enhance the accuracy of the proposed approach. The analysis needs to be repeated to other types of applications to establish its general applicability. Source code base analysis may not be enough to identify all shared vulnerabilities, because some vulnerabilities may be inherent in a procedure or approach coded differently in different versions of the software. Further research is needed to compare the higher-level behavior of the multiple versions of some software. The need to evaluate the degree of code sharing may be eliminated if methods can be developed to estimate it empirically.
